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y the time the Philadelphia Museum of Art Craft Show
opens in mid-November, a new President-elect will
have been decided, signaling a time of change, of renewed
optimism, new policies, and a new direction. Craft, too, is
always in perpetual change. It mirrors our needs as a society
and culture. It reflects our highest aspirations and our
deepest conflicts. And one hundred ninety-five of the best in
craft, selected from fourteen hundred applicants, will bring
their newest, freshest works including glass, baskets, jewelry,
wearable and decorative fiber, metal, paper, leather, furniture,
clay, wood, and mixed media to the Philadelphia show.
Change occurs on both sides, artists and audience.
“From my perspective, craft work keeps getting better and
better,” says juror William Hunter, a master woodturner. “The
expansion of what is available through schools, better access
to mentors and striving to get in the best shows have grown
the work in all media.” Says juror Elizabeth Shypertt, owner of
San Francisco’s Velvet da Vinci Gallery, “I looked for new
directions. There has been really great work and good design
out there for a long time. I feel that the acceptance and
awareness is changing. There are more people realizing how
good this work is.”
Joining Shypertt and Hunter on the jury panel were
Elisabeth Agro, associate curator of modern and contemporary
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decorative art at the Philadelphia Museum of Art; Franklin
Silverstone, chief executive officer of Collectify cataloging
software; and David Willard, executive director of Arrowmont
School of Arts and Crafts.
“If there is a trend, it’s toward design and quality in everyday
objects, often with the use of found objects that keep production
cost down, save a wee bit of the earth and delight those who
buy the work,” explains Silverstone. Emerging artist Kevin
Burrus uses magazines as a substitute for wood in his turned
sculpture. Emerging artist in jewelry Niki Ulehla developed
a technique for gilding pantyhose with twenty-two karat gold
resulting in a light, textured gold surface. The emerging artists
were a new and well-received feature of the Philadelphia show
last year. As Nancy O’Meara, craft show manager, says, “We
have many visitors who are loyal to the show and of course
they want to see the best but they also want to see new work.”
Hansard Welsh Design has exhibited in years past but felt
artist Lesley Hansard notes that “new people are a welcoming,
positive aspect of the Philadelphia Museum of Art Craft Show.”
In the wearable fiber category, the ancient arts of felting and
knitting are surging, evident in the number of artists offering
knitted pieces and works made with one of the wet or dry
felting processes. Jeung-Hwa Park’s innovative scarves blend
both knitting and felting techniques.
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Reaching back thousands of years, felt is the oldest form
of fabric known to humankind, predating both weaving and
knitting. The exact origin of felt remains unknown, although
scholars speculate that perhaps a nomad packed wool into
his sandals for comfort, and over time and weather changes,
a type of felt resulted. Inside the frozen tomb of a nomadic
chief high in the Altai Mountains of Siberia, archaeologists
found evidence of highly developed feltmaking. Among the
finds, which are now housed in the Hermitage Museum, were
a sophisticated saddle cover of red felt trimmed with leather
strips and colored felt appliqués of a winged griffin and an
ibex that dates to the fifth century B.C.
In ancient times and continuing today, many cultures use
felt for carpets, blankets, hats, boots, even tents, or yurts. It is
warm and durable but its appeal to artists lies in its touch and
versatility. “The seventies gave felt a bad rap but there’s been
a resurgence over the last fifteen years,” explains Hansard.
Hansard has been experimenting with felted works for
thirteen years. “Felt has a degree of instant gratification.
It’s labor intensive but you can get results quickly. It’s a very
malleable, accessible, nonwoven material. It’s possible to do
anything in felt. It’s such a beautiful medium.” Colorful tropical
flowers cascade down the front of the studio’s bright felted
scarves, which they call leis. Hansard, who hails from New
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Zealand, and her partner Rebecca Welsh, from New England,
both feel a strong connection to the environment, a theme
predominant in their wet-felted leis, handbags and hats. Their
love of nature, and birds in particular, results in a lot of bird
imagery in their work. Their designs are exclusively wet-felted
using natural fibers, such as wool, silk or mohair. The unspun
fibers are layered by hand, then “fulled,” the process in which
the fibers adhere together through moisture and pressure.
“We are purists in a number of ways,” remarks Hansard.
“Everything is felted in; we stitch nothing.”
Lisa Klakulak’s work is wet-felted too but most of her
wearables take on the concept of “protection,” the teacher and
artist notes. She believes the appeal of felting for many people
is the same as for the artist. “Animal fiber can be manipulated
three-dimensionally as well as on a two-dimensional plane
without the need to stitch, offering some of the flexibility
and sculpturability often associated with other mediums,
such as clay and glass. The material itself speaks of warmth,
protection and durability, all qualities one would seek in times
of unrest or instability—war, election, economy, climate
change, environmental toxicity,” states Klakulak, who calls her
studio Strong Felt.
“I use materials and forms that speak to the idea of
protection from the abrasive forces of our day.” She refers to
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her handbags as “safe receptacles” and hats that wrap around
the head as “headgear.” After painfully burning her hands
while doing dye work last summer, “I found it necessary to add
a protective hand covering to my work,” says Klakulak, who
will be showing her “gauntlets,” or fingerless mittens, for the
first time in Philadelphia.
“I believe the renaissance in felt’s popularity is due to its
vibrant colors and insulating properties, making it great for
wearables, as well as to the public’s desire for more handmade,
green and ethically produced items,” says emerging artist
Jenne Giles. “It’s a very evocative medium with luster, color
and texture that grabs people’s attention.” As an art historian,
Giles appreciates the long history of the medium developing
from the Japanese process of nuno. “I believe the renewed
popularity might also be due to the recent technique of nuno
felting, a term coined by Polly Stirling and her assistant
Sachiko Kotaka in 1994. By felting wool through lighter woven
fabrics, nuno felt allows for more drape and sculptural/
painterly effects,” Giles explains. Her brightly colored wraps
and scarves readily reveal her painting background and love
of color. “I listen to the wool and try to evoke natural forms,
with a touch of couture and a splash of the surreal,” says Giles.
“I am also inspired by its movement and weightlessness.”
Lack of weight, sculptural attributes and surface
embellishment drive the mixed-media work of Gail Crosman
Moore. After working in paper, clay and glass, Moore discovered
felt as a forgiving sculptural medium. Her felt jewelry and
sculpture is embellished with glass, precious metal clay, rubber,
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silk cocoons, plastic, and bones. “I find great joy in the surface
play. My interest is to create visual excitement by juxtaposing
dissimilar materials that engage the viewer through the different
effects that result from the play of light on matte versus shiny,
hard versus soft, cold versus hot,” states Moore. Embellished
surfaces for brooches, necklaces and bracelets allude to pods,
seeds or eggs, “shapes that house potential life,” she notes. She
hopes the viewer takes the image to the next step and asks
the question, what resides within?
The revival of felt is a global movement with Gil
Leitersdorf, one of twenty-three leading Israeli craft artists to
showcase their work at the annual Philadelphia Museum of
Art Craft Show. Working closely with the Association of Israel’s
Decorative Arts, the Israeli group is the eighth international
cultural group to be featured in the show. “The international
guest artist program gives American artists a chance to connect
with their counterparts in other countries, an opportunity to
discuss work and techniques,” says O’Meara.
“Many people consider the Philadelphia Museum of Art
Craft Show to be the best in the world. The Women’s Committee
keeps the show fresh with emerging artists and by inviting
artists from other countries,” states Steven Ford of the Ford
and Forlano duo. In comparison to felt, the history of polymer
is counted only in decades. Still, Steven Ford and David Forlano
are celebrating twenty collaborative years in 2008.
“Our work had evolved from colorful caned production
jewelry to more one-of-a-kind sculptural jewelry that combines
polymer and sterling silver,” says Ford. Their collaboration is
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a true give-and-take, back-and-forth process between Ford’s
Philadelphia studio and Forlano’s Santa Fe studio. For the last
nine years, fabricator Maryanne Petrus makes metalwork
to scale from Ford’s drawings. “The change I see over time
regarding polymer is its acceptance. We’re happiest now when
people ask, almost as an afterthought, ‘What is this made of?’
In the best case, it’s what we do with the material, not the
novelty of the material itself, that draws people in and piques
their interest,” continues Ford. “I think it’s part of polymer
clay’s maturity that it’s now just another material that artists
use.” Ford and Forlano will be showing new work from an
ongoing series of abstracted flower pins and new reversible
necklaces. Ford is one of the artists who will be demonstrating
his craft during the show.
“Steven Ford and David Forlano are master designers,
as well as some of the earliest artists to take up polymer clay.
I am inspired by their collaboration,” says emerging artist
Melanie West. By the time West discovered polymer clay, she
had an established background in commercial architectural
photography. “But I’ve always had both a spiritual and scientific
connection with nature,” notes the artist. Earning a bachelor’s
degree in natural science, with a focus in environmental
sciences, West co-founded the Sonoma Ecology Center in
California and worked for seven years for the Audubon
Expedition Institute. Her home and studio in the woods of
Maine runs “off the grid” on solar power.
West’s life-long fascination with nature, its extravagant
forms, colors and patterns, drives her current one-of-a-kind
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BioBangles. “Some of the inspirations for my BioBangles
come from caterpillars, salamanders, snakes, cephalopods, and
anemones. I’ve been told that, when wearing them, they seem
almost alive,” explains West. “With polymer clay I am able to
create a very personal, sensual experience while celebrating
nature’s visual gifts. Isn’t it rather ironic that it took working
with polymer clay, a plastic, for me to find a way to finally,
truly express my thoughts and feelings about nature.”
Old or new, no matter the medium, craft is change we can
live with. Show manager Nancy O’Meara notes, “even in
a tough economy, in fact, when people purchase art, they are
supporting small businesses and sustainable economies.
People take a certain pride in contributing to the arts.”
“The quality and range of work available today either
as one-of-a-kind or production work far outclasses
manufactured objects no matter what they are,” states juror
Franklin Silverstone. “Budget-conscious folks might be
more than surprised to find that they can not only purchase
worthwhile work but work unique to their circle of friends,
something to be proud of and that can be talked about. In the
same way, collectors who are knowledgeable about
arts continue to search for functional work that fits their
sensibilities. All they have to do is to go to the Philadelphia
Museum of Art Craft Show.”
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